BLOWERS

Each backpack model features double-adjusting shoulder straps, padded backrests, and ergonomically positioned controls for all-day comfort. The handheld blowers are durable and powerful, offering excellent fuel efficiency.

**EB252**
Shindaiwa’s best value handheld blower.
- Exclusive curved blower tube provides rotational control to reduce fatigue
- Double-grid intake design reduces clogging

**EB262**
Shindaiwa’s best-in-class handheld blower loaded with professional features!
- Pleated paper main filter and foam prefilter for use in dusty conditions
- Second handle allows two-handed use for reduced fatigue and improved maneuverability

**EB2600RT**
A combination of dependability and comfort with economical performance.
- Back-cooling fan intake increases user comfort in hot weather
- Tube-mount throttle with cruise control

**EB633RT**
Mid-level commercial backpack blower offers exceptional durability and performance.
- Tube-mount throttle with cruise control

**EB770RT**
A go-to for pros, perfect for large properties with heavy debris.
- Unique back-cooling fan intake increases user comfort in hot weather
- Tube-mount throttle with cruise control

**EB802/RT**
Powerful backpack blower includes round and turbo pipes.
- Comfortable back and shoulder pads
- Available with either a hip- (EB802 shown) or tube-mounted (EB802RT) throttle control

**EB854/RT**
An incredible combination of air volume and air velocity.
- Available with either a hip- (EB854 shown) or tube-mounted (EB854RT) throttle control

**EB810/RT**
Shindaiwa’s most powerful blower.
- Industry-leading 44N blowing force
- Innovative, light weight, carbon fiber frame and fan case reduces fatigue
- Vented back pad for hot weather and padded backrest / shoulder pads
- Available with either a hip- (EB810 shown) or tube-mounted (EB810RT) throttle control

**EB8810/RT**
Shindaiwa’s most powerful blower.
- Industry-leading 44N blowing force
- Innovative, light weight, carbon fiber frame and fan case reduces fatigue
- Vented back pad for hot weather and padded backrest / shoulder pads
- Available with either a hip- (EB810 shown) or tube-mounted (EB810RT) throttle control

See page 23 for specifications.